Attribute based person re-identification (Re-ID) aims to search persons in large-scale image databases using attribute queries. Despite the great practical significance, the huge gap between semantic attributes and visual images makes it a very challenging task. Existing researches usually focus on the match between query attributes and attributes scores predicted from human images, which suffers from imperfect attribute prediction and low discriminability. In this work, we propose to formulate the attribute based person Re-ID as a joint space learning problem. To alleviate the negative impact resulted by the huge heterogeneous gap between different modalities, we apply a novel adversary training strategy to generate homogeneous features for both modalities, providing distribution alignment between different modalities in the feature level and keeping semantic consistency across modalities. Our experiments validate the effectiveness of our model, and show great improvement on the performance over the state of the art models.
Introduction
Pedestrian attributes, e.g., age, gender and dressing, are searchable semantic elements to describe a person. Attribute-based person re-identification (Re-ID), which is depicted in Figure 1 , aims at re-identifying a person in surveillance environment according to specific attribute descriptions provided by users. This task is significant in finding missing people with tens of thousands of surveillance cameras equipped in modern metropolises. Compared with conventional image-based Re-ID [63, 4, 56, 58] , attributebased Re-ID has the advantage that its query is much easier to be obtained, for instance it is more practical to search for criminal suspects when only verbal testimony about the suspects' appearances are given.
Despite the great significance, attribute-based Re-ID is very challenging due to the inconsistent distribution, repre- Figure 1 . Attribute-based Re-ID. The query is an attribute vector labeled by users, and corresponding target persons could be retrieved by our system. sentation and discriminability of different modalities, i.e., the high-level attribute which is abstract and structural and the low-level person image which is informative but noisy. These inconsistencies result in a heterogeneous gap that hinders the attribute-based Re-ID task. The most common solution is to predict attributes for each person image, and search within the predicted attributes [39, 49, 38] . If we can reliably recognize the attributes of each pedestrian image, this could be the best way to find the person corresponding to the query attributes. However, recognizing attributes from a person image is still an open issue, as pedestrian images from surveillance environment often suffer from low resolution, pose variations and illumination changes. The problem of imperfect recognition limits the intuitive methods to be a good solution to deal with the heterogeneous gap. Very often in a large-scale scenario, the real attributes from two pedestrians are different but very similar, which results in a very small inter-class distance in the predicted attribute space. This small inter-class distance makes the predicted attributes not robust to prediction errors, thus inherently less discriminative. Therefore, the imperfect prediction and the low semantic discriminability deteriorate the reliability of these existing models.
In this paper, we formulate the attribute-based Re-ID as a joint space learning problem to address the intrinsic challenge of heterogeneous gap. Instead of learning a direct mapping from image to attributes in the intuitive method, we treat our joint space learning process as a generative model, where we generate homogeneous and discriminative features for each modality in the learned joint space. The intuition of our method is that, when we hold some attribute description in mind, e.g., "dressed in red", we generate an obscure and vague imagination on how a person dressed in red may look like, which we refer to as a concept. Once a concrete image is given, our vision system automatically processes the low-level features (e.g., color and edge) to obtain some perceptions, and then try to judge where the perceptions and the concept agree with each other. By our methodology, directly estimating the attributes of a person image is averted, and the problem caused by imperfect prediction is naturally solved, because we learn a semantically discriminative joint space, rather than predict and match attributes.
Specifically, we propose a novel joint space learning model based on adversarial learning ( Figure 2 ). Our model has two branches for attributes and person images, respectively. The person image branch (lower branch in Figure  2 ) is a standard convolutional network that learns to extract semantically discriminative concepts from the lowlevel person images with a semantic ID classifier (See Sec. 3.1 for "semantic ID"). The attribute branch (upper branch in Figure 2 ) is a generator with generative adversarial architecture [10] that evolves the high-level attributes into mid-level concepts in order to align with raw person images in the joint space. To keep the homogeneity of features, we limit the generated attribute concepts to reside in a similar distribution structure of image concepts using an adversary strategy, while in the same time keeping semantic discriminative consistency of high-level attributes. The homogeneity objective could generate attribute concepts that align with image concepts both in semantic level and distribution level, and effectively reduce the heterogeneous gap to learn more discriminative features for both modalities.
Experiments conducted on Duke Attribute [29] , Market Attribute [29] and PETA [3] , which are the three biggest pedestrian attribute datasets to our knowledge, show that the performance of our proposed method is not only much better than the attribute predicting methods, but also exceeds those of other cross-modality retrieval methods that is applicable to our problem.
In summary, our contributions are as follows: 1. For the first time in Re-ID, we propose to formulate the attribute-based Re-ID as a joint space learning problem, so that we can better address the heterogeneous gap problem. We propose to learn a joint space for both the attribute and the person image, where the semantically discriminative information of the low-level person image is learned, and the corresponding homogeneous feature of the highlevel attribute is generated for searching.
2. We propose a novel adversarial learning-based joint space learning model. Our model adopts an generative adversarial architecture to strengthen the homogeneity of cross modality features, and learn to generate a similar distribution structure for attribute concepts with image concepts. To our best knowledge, this is the first work in Re-ID to learn a semantically discriminative joint space, as well as adopting the adversarial learning pattern.
3. We conduct experiments on three large-scale benchmark datasets, to validate our model. The experimental results show that our model outperforms the state-of-the-art with noticeable margins.
Related Works

Attribute-based Re-ID
While pedestrian attributes in most of researches have been a side information or mid-level representation to improve traditional person Re-ID tasks [29, 18, 44, 20, 21, 19, 43] , some early works also suggested the application of attribute-based person Re-ID [40, 17, 49] . They typically formulated attribute-based Re-ID as an attribute prediction problem. That is, they first predict a score of attributes for each image, and then search images according to the predicted scores. Thus attribute prediction task [38, 18, 3, 22, 62] has taken charge of attribute based person search and moved on to be further studied. As many large dataset [3, 29] has released, deep learning methods has shown state-of-the-art performance in pedestrian attribute prediction recently [22, 62] . Li et al. [22] shows that multi-task learning could benefit the multi-attribute prediction task by using a joint convolutional network, whose layers are shared across different attribute prediction tasks. Recently, Lu et al. [62] has proposed a dynamic branching procedure to make task grouping decisions so that different attributes have different levels of sharing in the deep network.
Despite the improvement on performance achieved by attribute prediction methods, directly retrieving persons according to their predicted attributes is still challenging, be-cause the attribute prediction methods are still not robust to the cross-view condition changes like different illumination and viewpoints. Different from these models, our model does not directly predict attributes of an image. We cast the cross-view attribute-image matching as a cross-modality matching in latent feature space so as to avert the problem.
Conventional Re-ID
Conventional image-based Re-ID aims to match target persons across multiple non-overlapping camera views, querying by images. A large number of models for conventional Re-ID problem have been proposed, including learning or designing discriminative feature [63, 34, 59, 27] , learning invariant and discriminative distance metric [64, 16, 26, 30, 27, 28, 60, 66, 25, 53, 65, 58] and end-to-end deep learning [24, 1, 56, 55, 4] .
These models have contributed a lot to the Re-ID community. However, they hold a strong and often unrealistic assumption that images of the target person are available. Our model is thus different from them in that ours addresses the attribute-based Re-ID which requires crossmodality matching.
Cross-modality Retrieval
Our work is related to cross-modal content search, which aims to bridge between different modalities [12, 35, 2, 57, 23, 61, 62, 50, 13, 15, 42, 51] . The most traditional and practical solution to this task is Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [12] , which projects two modalities into a common space that maximizes their correlation. The original CCA method that uses a linear projection is further improved by [35, 2, 57] . Ngiam et al. [36] and Feng et al. [7] also applied autoencoder-based methods to model the cross-modal correlation, and Wei et al. [54] proposed a deep semantic matching method to address the cross-modal retrieval problem with respect to samples which are annotated with one or multiple labels. Recently, A. Eisenschtat and L. Wolf [5] have designed a novel model of two tied pipelines that maximize the projection correlation using an Euclidean loss, which achieves state of the art results in some datasets.
The most related work in the cross modality retrieval area is proposed by Li et al. [41] , which applies a neural attention mechanism to retrieve pedestrian images using language descriptions. Compared with this setting, although both of the query modality are easily provided by users, our attribute-based Re-ID has its own strength. As natural language description is more unconstrained, it is hard for the retrieval system to achieve a satisfactory performance. Our attribute-based Re-ID is able to embed more pre-defined attribute descriptions so as to obtain a better performance.
Most of the cross modality retrieval methods have attempted to embed inputs of the two modalities into a joint space where correlation of matched samples is maximized.
These joint space learning methods could relatively reduce the distribution discrepancy problem across different modalities, which we argue is an important factor causing performance ineffectiveness, while to out knowledge few of them specifically model this problem. And our model propose to learn the distribution structure aligned features across modalities, which further improve the retrieval performance.
Distribution Alignment Methods
The idea of generating a cross modality homogeneous structure is from distribution alignment, which is widely used in domain adaptation [48, 33, 32, 8, 46, 31] and cross modality generation tasks [37, 9] . In domain adaptation, to align the distribution of data from two different domains, several works [48, 33] are based on Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD), which minimize the norm of difference between means of the two distributions. Different from these methods, the deep Correlation Alignment (CORAL) [45] method proposed to match both the mean and covariance of the two distributions. Recently, the generative structure, which solves the distribution generation tasks as a two player minimax game, has shown their powerful ability to generate homogeneous distribution structure not only across different data domains [47, 6] , but also among the more discrepant data distribution from different modalities [37, 9] .
Our work is different from these methods as we address the problem of attribute based Re-ID, which requires our model to generate homogeneous structure from the two discrepant modalities, while in the same time keep the semantic consistency across modalities.
Approach
Attribute-based Re-ID aims at finding specific pedestrian images I i from an image database
where N denotes the size of I, according to an attribute description A i . We denote the mid-level concept that is generated from the image I i and from the attribute A i as C I i and C A i , respectively.
The goal of our method is to learn two mappings Φ I and Φ A that respectively map low-level person images and highlevel semantic attributes into a joint discriminative space, which could be regarded as the concept space as mentioned. That is,
To achieve this, we train an image embedding network as a CNN and an attribute-embedding network as a deep fully connected network. We parameterize our model by Θ, and obtain Θ by optimizing a concept generation objective L concept . Given training pairs of images and attributes (I i , A i ), the optimization problem is formulated as Figure 2 . The structure of our network. It consists of two pipelines. The top line of this framework learns attribute embedding ΦA, and the bottom line learns image embedding ΦI . Classifiers with shared weights that are used to classify semantic IDs are applied in both pipeline to maintain the semantic consistency across modalities. The attribute pipeline acts as a generator in the generative adversary architecture, and tries to fool the concept discriminator in the middle, which is trained to estimate the probability of whether its input is from the image pipeline.
In this paper, we design l concept as a combination of several loss terms, each of which formulates a specific aspect of consideration to jointly formulate our problem. The first consideration is that the concepts we extract from the lowlevel noisy person images should be semantically discriminative. We formulate it by a classification loss l I . The second consideration is that attribute concepts C A and image concepts C I should be homogeneous. Inspired by the powerful ability of generative adversary networks to close the gap between heterogeneous distributions, we propose to embed an adversarial learning strategy into our model. This is modelled by a concept generating objective L CG , which aims to generate concepts not only meaningful but also homogeneous with concepts extracted from images. Therefore, we have
In the following, we describe each of them in detail.
Image Concept Extraction
Our concept extraction loss l I is based on softmax classification on the image concepts C I i . Since our objective is to learn semantically discriminative concepts that could distinguish objects with different attributes rather than to distinguish between specific persons, we re-assign a semantic ID y i for each person image I i according to its attribute rather than the person ID. Thus, different people with same attributes could have the same semantic ID. We define the concept extraction loss as a softmax classification objective according to semantic IDs. Formally, let f I i = Ψ(C I i ) denote the unnormalized log probabilities predicted by the softmax classifier Ψ, We have
where the j-th entry f I i,j is the unnormalized log probability of I i having the semantic ID j.
Attribute Concept Generation
We regard Φ A as a generative process, just like the process of people when generating an imagination from an attribute description. As the semantically discriminative latent concepts could be extracted from images, they can also provide information to learn the attribute embedding Φ A as a guideline. We apply an adversarial training objective to generate homogeneous attribute concepts that reside on the image concept manifold.
In the adversary training process, we train our concept generator Φ A with a goal of fooling a skillful concept discriminator D that is trained to distinguish the attribute concept from the image concept, so that the generated attribute concept is aligned with the image concept. Let Θ D and Θ G denote the parameters of D and G, respectively. The adversarial min-max problem is formulated as
The above optimization problem is solved by iteratively optimizing Θ D and Θ G . Therefore, the objective can be decomposed into two loss terms l G adv and l D adv , which are for training the concept generator Φ A and the discriminator D, respectively. Then the whole objective during adversary training l adv could be formed by the weighted sum of the two terms:
where λ D and λ G trade off the two terms and
In addition to generate the homogeneous representation for the attribute A, we further encourage our model to generate meaningful concepts. That is, we require our model to maintain the semantic discriminability of the attribute concept, which should be consistent with the image concept. To this end, we add a semantic classification loss l A to the attribute concept C A using the same classifier Ψ as in the image concept extraction. Similar to Eq. (3), we have
).
Thus, the overall concept generating objective for attributes L CG becomes the sum of l adv and l A :
By this way, we encourage our generation model to generate homogeneous attribute concept structure. And meanwhile, our model correlates attribute concepts with semantically matched image concepts by maintaining semantic discriminability in the learned joint space.
Experiments
Datasets and Settings
Datasets. We evaluated our approach and compared with related methods on three benchmark datasets, including, Duke Attribute [29] , Market Attribute [29] , and PETA [3] . The Duke Attribute dataset contains 16522 images for training, and 19889 images for testing. Each person has 23 attributes. As introduced above, we labelled the images using semantic IDs according to their attributes. As a result, we got 300 semantic IDs for training and 387 semantic IDs for testing. Similar to Duke Attribute, the Market Attribute also has 27 attributes to describe a person, with 12141 images and 508 semantic IDs in the training set, and 15631 images and 484 semantic IDs in the test set. In the PETA dataset, each person has 65 attributes (61 binary and 4 multi-valued). In total, we used 13000 images. We used 10000 images with 1500 semantic IDs for training, and 1500 images with 200 semantic IDs for testing.
Evaluation Metric. For comprehensive comparison, we compute both Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) and mean average precision (mAP) as metrics to measure performances of the compared models.
The Network Architecture
The structure of our model is shown in Figure 2 . It consists of two branches processing images and attributes, respectively. The image branch of our network is obtained by removing the last softmax classification layer of Resnet-50 [11] , which has been proven to be state of the art in many tasks, and adding a 128-dimensional fully connected layer as the learned image concept. We design the attribute branch in the consideration that it should have enough capability to generate the attribute concept. We show the details of our network structure in Table 1 .
Implementation Details
Our source code is modified from Open-ReID 1 , using the Pytorch framework. We first pre-train our image network for 100 epochs using the semantic ID, with an adam optimizer [14] with learning rate 0.01, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 5e-4. After that, we jointly train the whole network. We set λ G in Eq. (2) as 0.001, and λ D as 0.5, which will be discussed in Section 4.5. The total epoch was set to 300. During training, we set the learning rate of the attribute branch to 0.01, and set the learning rate of the image branch to 0.001 because it had been pre-trained. Parameters are fixed in comparisons across all the datasets. 
Comparisons
In this section, we compare our model with crossmodality retrieval models and the attribute prediction models in terms of performance. Furthermore, we compare our model with the domain alignment models. These models are incorporated into our model because they cannot be directly applied for our problem. For fair comparison, we use features extracted by our pre-trained ResNet50 as image features, and raw attributes as attribute features in all the compared models. We show the comparative results in Table 2 .
Comparing with Cross Modality Retrieval Models. We compare our model with the typical and commonly used Deep canonical correlation analysis (DCCA) [2] , Deep canonically correlated autoencoders (DCCAE) [52] and a state of the art model 2WayNet [5] . Basically, these models learn two mappings for the two modalities, respectively, to maximize the correlations of related pairs.
From Table 2 we can find that our model outperforms all the cross modality retrieval models on all three datasets, in terms of both the CMC metric and mAP metric by a large margin. One of the main reasons is that our model directly learns the semantically discriminative information, whereas other models only focuses on correlations. That is, our model is specifically designed for the attribute-based Re-ID problem where discriminability is a critical factor. Comparing with Attribute Prediction Method. We also compare our model with the state-of-the-art attribute prediction model DeepMAR [22] , which predicts an attribute for each image and then performs matching in the attribute space. DeepMAR formulates the attribute prediction as a multi-task learning problem. The output of the prediction model is the predicted score for each attribute.
From Table 2 we find that our model also outperforms the attribute prediction model. One of the main reasons is that the attribute prediction model suffers from the low discriminability of the predicted attributes. In contrast, our model learns a semantically discriminative joint space where we actually perform searching, and thus achieve better searching performance. Comparing with different version of our method. Finally we compare our model with the domain alignment models, including the typical maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) and a recently proposed DeepCoral [45] . MMD minimizes difference between means of two distributions, and the DeepCoral matches both the mean and covariance of the two distributions. Note that these model cannot be directly applied to attribute-based Re-ID, and therefore they are incorporated into our model, i.e., we substitute the domain alignment objective for the adversarial objective in Eq. (7) in our model. Thus, they can be viewed as some variants of our model. We also compare our model with a baseline denoted as "ours w/o adv", where the adversarial objective is dropped out.
From Table 2 , we find that both our model and the variants outperform the baseline model which does not learn aligned structure (ours w/o adv). This shows that the aligned structure learned by our models improve the baseline. On the other hand, our original model generally performs better than other variants. This validates the effectiveness of the adversarial learning in our model.
Evaluation on Adversarial Learning
In this section, we present some further evaluations of the adversarial learning in our model. In our model, we currently use the adversarial loss to align the features generated by attributes towards the features generated by images. We refer to it as generation from attributes to image (A2Img). This is natural because our model generates the concepts for the attribute. However, in the view of designing a model, it is also plausible to modify our model to an "Img2A" style by simply exchanging the position of C I i and C A i in Eq. (5) . Similarly, we can obtain a simple combination of both A2Img and Img2A. We provide comparative results in Table 3 . In addition, we also show the results when our model directly generates images instead of generating the concept for the attribute. A2Img vs. Img2A We find that Img2A is also an effective structure alignment method, which even outperforms A2Img in the PETA dataset. But in larger datasets Market and Duke, A2Img performs better. The reason may be that PETA has insufficient but more complicate images compared with other datasets. Thus it's harder on PETA to learn semantic discriminative image features, and aligning images with attributes provides more discriminative information. While when images are abundant, estimating the Table 2 . Comparative results on the three benchmark datasets. Performances are measured by the rank1, rank5 and rank10 matching accuracy of the cumulative matching curve, as well as mAP. The best performances are indicated in red and the second indicated in blue.
manifold of images from the training data is more reliable than estimating that of attributes, as semantic IDs are much fewer than images, thus A2Img performs better. On the other hand, we find the bidirectional alignment doesn't make improvement compared with single direction. As both the image feature generator and the attribute feature generator try to fool the discriminator, it could be regarded as the situation that we have a powerful generator, and the discriminator is the underdog in the adversary competitive game. As illustrated in previous GAN works, the gap of ability between generator and discriminator is negative on the generative process, we guess this is the reason why our bidirectional model loses. Alignment in feature space or in image space. We further study the effectiveness of our methods that generate aligned structure in the feature space rather than in the low level image space. To study this point, we use a conditional GAN to generate fake images, which have aligned structure with real images, from our semantic attributes and a random noise input. After several training epochs, we add the semantic ID classification objective as our original model. We use cosine distance of the features from the penultimate layer of our semantic ID classification ResNet as the affinity between fake and real images, which is the same setting as our basic experiments.
The code we use to generate fake images is from Reed et al. [37] , where we have modified some input dimension and add some convolution and deconvolution layers to fit our setting. We train the generative models for 200 epochs, then the classification loss is added for another training of 200 epochs, where the tradeoff parameter of the generative loss λ G is also set to 0.001 as our settings.
We find the retrieval performance is unsatisfactory, as shown in Table 3 . For our problem, the process of adding the style noise to generate noisy low-level images, then eliminating the noise to extract discriminative features is redundant and error-prone. Thus generating the aligned structure in the same discriminative feature space is more effective. Parameter Evaluation. We study the effect of tradeoff pa- Table 3 . The rank1 matching accuracy of some variants of our model. "A2Img" denotes the original model which generates concepts from attributes, i.e., forcing the distribution of attributes to be aligned toward that of images. "Img2A" denotes the model in which we simply exchange the position of C I i and C A i . "Both" denotes the model which is produced by combining the adversarial losses of "A2Img" and "Img2A". "Images" denotes the model which generates images (rather than concepts) for attributes. "w/o adv" denotes the model in which the adversarial loss is removed. rameters λ D and λ G . We conducted the experiments on the Duke Attribute Dataset, and the results is shown in Figure  3 . We first study the effectiveness of λ G and set λ D to 1. The result is shown in the left figure. Then we choose the best λ G and changes λ D and get results of the right figure. The best λ G and λ D are 0.001 and 0.5, respectively. We find that the proper values of λ G and λ D that achieves satisfactory results are usually less than 1, which is the weight we pre-defined for L A and L D . This indicates the samplelevel alignment provided by L D and L A is still predominant in the learning process. And during the adversary training strategy, the loss of the discriminator has a much larger weights compared with that of the generator, see, 0.5 vs 0.001. This indicates that the sample-level alignment step may already provide the generator some ability to generate structure aligned features to some extent, thus during the competitive process the discriminator owns a larger weight to become more powerful to distinguish the two modalities.
Conclusion
In this paper, we formulate attribute based Re-ID as a joint semantic discriminative space learning problem for the first time. To address the problem of heterogeneous gap, Figure 3 . Results of experiment on the tradeoff parameters λG and λD. We firstly set λD to 1 and change the value of λG, and get the results in the left image. Them we choose our best λG, 0.001 in our experiments, and change λD and the results shown in the right image is obtained. our model adopts an adversary training strategy that models the cross modality features in a joint distribution structure, while in the same time keeps semantic consistency across modalities. Our method effectively reduces the heterogeneous gap across modalities not only on discriminability but also on distribution structure. Experiments on three pedestrian attribute datasets illustrate that our model is more suitable to the attribute based Re-ID task and could learn more discriminative cross modality features compared with a wide range of previous methods.
